In order to downscale spatial rainfall field from a coarse scale into a finer one, the non-homogenous multiplicative random cascade method is often employed. Currently, this kind of downscaling method is less reliable even though it correctly preserves the statistical description and a long term average spatial pattern. It fails reproducing the spatial patterns in repeated trials; and there is a higher chance of having random outputs. These drawbacks are needed to overcome for applying the downscaled rainfall products in further analysis of hydrological and meteorological studies. In this study, a new method, named as Multiplicative Random Cascade Hierarchical and Statistical Adjustment (HSA) method, is introduced and tested to downscale 1.25 degree GAME Re-analysis data into 10-minute spatial resolution. The obtained results are highly improved, quite robust and reliable than the previous method.
INTRODUCTION
A large scale difference that exists between the global scale (climate or atmospheric) models and the local hydrological models are offering great challenge in linking and viewing global to local scale phenomenon. These models are necessary to be coupled in order to understand and predict a clear scenario of local and regional impacts on hydrological cycle due to global environmental changes. Coarse scale products of global scale models are an inadequate basis for assessing local/ regional scale impacts as it is hardly able to resolve many important sub-grid scale processes1,2). It is necessary to identify the sub-grid scale features for local or regional hydrological analysis, which is not seen in a coarser scale frame.
Accurate simulation of space time rainfall field is an important task in hydrology. It is an important binding forcing to understand the space time variability of hydrologic factors, and to drive small to large-scale, short to long-term simulations of runoff quantity and quality. There are numerous attempts to use products of global scale space time rainfall models, e.g. General Circulation Models (GCMs) research topic in random cascade method. We have found that the inclusion of spatial correlation field in the multiplicative random cascade is successful to improve the disaggregation of the spatial rainfall field. This method is applied to a 560 km X 320 km region over eastern Chinese territory ( Fig. 1 ) using hourly rainfall data of 1.25-degree resolution and disaggregated to 10-minute spatial resolution. The method is named as HSA method. This paper presents the improved method to disaggregate the spatial rainfall field using a non-homogenous multiplicative random cascade HSA method. 3. IMPROVED MODEL USING HSA METHOD Repeated trials of rainfall generation have a rare possibility of yielding similar spatial rainfall field due to randomness of the cascade generator W. The spatial rainfall field generation process by that method is isotropic. However, the observed rainfall is non-homogenous and anisotropic. A generated spatial pattern without having a correlated spatial structure of rainfall scenario substantially different from the observed one are the known drawbacks of the method described in section 2, which has limited its popularity and practical application. We improve the method by including the spatial correlation effect in order to incorporate the non-homogenous anisotropy and increase reliability. The new method is named as HSA-method, which refers Hierarchical and Statistical Arrangement method. Fundamentally, this method learns from the neighboring region to understand the sub-grid scale local anisotropy by utilizing the multiple coarse grid scale information and their influence on small scale rainfall field in terms of the spatial correlation.
(1) Spatial correlation of the rainfall field Generally rain-falling cloud clusters expand to few-hundred-kilometers but rainfall disaggregation is conducted for the detail of a smaller interval of few kilometers because the rainfall events of hydrologic interest are of smaller spatial scales than the scale of cloud clusters. When the disaggregation targets a smaller spatial scale, the neighboring cells of a rained cell possess higher chance of rainfall because they are likely to be encompassed within the same cloud cluster inside or nearby a rainy zone. Therefore, in smaller spatial scale, the rain events are observed to have strong spatial correlation. The spatial correlation in rainfall field corresponds to the rain-cell coverage and movements on its natural way along with the energy dissipation of the cloud mass. Therefore the rainfall disaggregation shall not be treated as a random event irrespective of their organization in space. Existence of spatial correlation in the spatial rainfall fields can be described by a spatial correlation function as the observations have shown the same shape and approximately the same scale sizes14). Fig. 3 shows the spatial correlation of the rainfall data over the study area.
The spatial correlation gradually decreases upon increase of distance. The decaying shape of the spatial correlation function may be represented by a logarithmic function (equation 8). Its parameters are obtained simply by regression analysis of the observed spatial correlation data. A threshold distance may be set to omit spatial correlation at very far distance that may be out of interest in spatial rainfall disaggregation. This is given by (8 
SIMULATION RESULTS
An experimental data having resolutions of 10-minutes in space and one hour in time are used in testing the procedures described above. This dataset was made by fusing the spatial variability of HUBEX-IOP-EEWB data15) having resolutions of 10-minutes in space and one hour in time with GAME Re-analysis data16) having resolutions of 1.25-degree in space and six hours in time. Details of the data are given by Shrestha et al.17) .
The experimental data (Fig. 5a ) is aggregated up to make a coarse data of 1.25-degree resolution (Fig.  5  b) , which has to employ the downscaling process to obtain a finer resolution data, from which the coarser one is constructed. The degree of ability to reproduce the finer resolution data examines the effectiveness of downscaling method. The test simulation has used 15 grids of 1.25-degree resolution to generate 10-minutes spatial data for four months period at hourly time step.
Feeding Fig. Sb as the input data, the outputs obtained after disaggregation is Fig. 5c using the conventional method and Fig. 5d using the HSA method. Upon the downscaling trial of 2952 events, the average spatial correlation in between the downscaled data and the experimental data is found to be improved to 0.595 using HSA-method from 0.345 using the conventional one, which shows a good improvement in the downscaling performance.
DISCUSSIONS
(1) Separation of rainy and non-rainy zones The Random cascade method including HSA method is found promisingly successful to produce the spatial pattern very similar to that of the source data. Separation of rainy and non-rainy zones was clear and almost exact in space, where it was expected to be appeared (see Fig. 5a and 5d ). In the conventional random cascade method, the rainy and non-rainy zones are found mixing together (Fig. 5c ), which disables it to produce a clustered region having rain and no-rain. The conventional method generates doughnut shaped rain structure quite often, which never occurs in real rainfall field. The doughnut shaped rain structure did not appear in the random cascade HSA method. The fractional coverage of rainy and non-rainy zones is almost same in both methods. Both methods yield the same result while checking the spatial statistics (e.g. mean and standard deviation) of the generated rainfall field. Thus, it clarifies our argument that the spatial re-organization of the generators, as described in section 3, is not inducing bias. Instead, the method is effective in getting the improved results.
(2) Results in repeated trial of the experiment There is no consistency in the spatial patterns those generated by the conventional method of downscaling (compare Fig. 5a and 5c ), which forces a user either to depend on ensemble of the result or to get ultimately frustrated with the results. The random cascade HSA method is largely successful to reproduce the same spatial pattern, which is valid even in repeated trials unlike the conventional random cascade method (see Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b ). The rainfall magnitudes at a particular cell, however, do not remain exactly same in the repeated trials in the random cascade HSA method too, as they depend upon the generators based on the cascade of multiplication of the random numbers inside the model despite their superb capability of preserving the same spatial patterns. We argue this as a beneficial point of the suggested method to infer the 
